
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is the single most important principle in all of supply chain management. The objective of business 
is to attain the lowest TCO.

The BEST VALUE for the customer is the lowest TCO. With TCO equaling the sum of the cost elements :

TCO = Quality, Service, Delivery and Price

Price is only an initial cost element with the other three having a far greater impact on the TCO. According to Purchasing magazine’s 
annual survey, Price consistently comes in last in importance of these four cost elements, struggline to reach 15%.

It illustrate TCO to customers, consider the choice of two products, 1 priced at $1000 and another at $1500. The Quality of 
the products is such that the $1000 product has a useful life of 1 year while the $1500 product has a useful life of 2 years. In 
TCO terms the $1000 product has a higher TCO of $1000 per year than the $1500 product at $750/year. Lowest price does not 
automatically equate to best value.

Customers fall into two categories - the believers and the uninitiated. Believers practice TCO while the uninitiated buy low price.
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MANAGING YOUR TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS— part 2 
What’s the cost of that again???

Quality Service Delivery Price

Rejection percentage Response Time Transportation Payment Terms

Salvage/Trade in value On-Site Rep Storage Price-change terms

Reliability Technical Competence Stocking Programs Minimum-order quantities

Useful life Electronic capability On-time percentage Discounts

Maintenance, repair & Advertising Packaging/pick up Lease vs buy and Lease
Operations   -buy options

Shelf life Warranties Drop shipments



Total	Cost	of	Ownership—Continued	from	Page	1

Identify how your company should objectively calculate the TCO to evaluate your upcoming major asset purchas- es. Here is 
a simplified chart to demonstrate how to calculate TCO, using 1 for lowest and 3 for highest cost. All elements are assumed 
to have an equal weighting.

This dollars and numbers evaluation logically leads us to remove the high cost Iffy from consideration and allows us to move 
forward to negotiate with the remaining two to improve our TCO to make our purchase decision. Re- member TCO = VALUE 
and that’s what purchasing and being an “informed” customer is all about.

SAFETY FIRST – Flat tarps to safe systems

Tarping flatbed loads is a dangerous task, one 
that often involves manual tarping, which 
increases the risk of injury. 44% of the reasons 
to climb on the trailer have to deal with tarping 
and untarping the load. Drivers often slip and fall 
when the wind blows the tarp pushing them off 
the trailer, tripping on cargo straps, or tripping 
on the load and falling off the trailer are also 
frequent ways that driver’s fall off the flatbed, 
not to mention frost and snow making a slippery 
platform to work on. Keeping the driver’s feet 
safely on the ground is a solid reason to invest 
in a sliding tarp system. The need to access 
the flatbed by climbing should be eliminated 
because the height of it is usually 5’ - 7’ making it 
a recognized fall hazard that can result in a head 
injury or other serious injury to limbs.

Eliminate these potential hazards by installing 
a sliding tarp system or side curtain system. 
Overhead loading is easy and tarping can be 
accomplished in a few minutes.

Ohio’s Workman Compensation Board 
developed a grant program to replace manual 
tarping systems to sliding systems to reduce the 
Workman’s compensation claims.

 

                  Possible Suppliers

Cost Element Metric Jiffy  Rank Miffy Rank          Iffy   Rank

Quality Rejection % 1% 1 18% 2 5%- 3

Service Response Time 30 min 1 30 days 2 Inconsistent 3

Delivery On-Time Rate 100% 1 90% 2 60% 3

Price Price $25 3 $20 1 $22 2

                                      TCO Rank Jiffy 6 Miffy 7 Iffy 11



“Versatility on load size and loading options is why I love my drop 
deck slider!!”

Drop decks can be a real tarping 
challenge. A drop deck or double drop 
deck provide expanded versatility 
to meet your customers evolving 
requirements. Transitioning a tarp 
between different deck heights 
requires some additional expertise 
beyond a traditional flat bed product 
manufacturer.

A split system that allows the tarp 
components to slide between decks 
and from front, to middle to rear ensure 
ease of load accessibility for both 
loading and unloading.

More and more customers are asking 
their load haulers to get into sliding 
systems to expedite the loading and 
unload- ing process , thereby improving 
their efficiency and effectiveness at the 
source reducing their operating costs.

Don’t get caught being short sighted 
and lose a possible customer by NOT 
having the optimal tarping system to 
sell your cost effectiveness to your next 
customer. Remember it’s part of the 
TCO advantages to differentiate yourself 
from your competitor.

Call the LCS team today to get the 
expertise you need to build the 
specifications for your system. 905-
335-2012. When you’re done with 
rest...call the best or 1-877-790- 5665.



2251 Wehrle Dr.
Williamsville, NY 14221, USA

Toll Free: 1-877-790-5665
Fax: 1-877-345-5623

info@loadcovering.com

5499 Harvester Road
Burlington, Ontario L7L 5V4
Toll Free: 1-800-465-8277

Local: 905-335-2012
info@loadcoveringsolutions.com

With over 75 years of combined tarp shop experience, our team brings skills and abilities in the 
creation of tarp solutions to the table for every order. Our skilled experts can find solutions to every 
type of tarp repair that you may encounter from the simplest patch to complex rips, tears, and panel 
and flap replacements.

Load Covering Solutions continues to drive forward in the customer service area. We currently have 
while you wait tarp repairs for small rips and tears and by appointment tarp overhauls when you 
need them. In the future we plant to expand from 7 day a week operations to a mobile tarp repair 
opera- tion in the near future. Call ahead orders can potentially take our staff to your shop to make 
life that much easier (depending on scope of work).

Our team is customer focused and makes every effort to go beyond the call of duty to achieve 
excellence. This same team makes all our new load covers too and can service all your tarping needs.

Your tensioning mechanism makes the difference for tarp longevity.
Properly tensioning your system makes a huge difference in overall system performance 
and fuel efficiency. Failure to get the tensioning right creates ripples in the surface of the 
tarp increasing wind drag and creating premature wear of the tarp due to wind damage. 
Also, improperly tensioning the tarp can cause increased wear over the up-lift bows.

Driving down the road you can see many systems that are improperly tensioned by the 
driver. Educating your drivers about what the proper tension is and how to achieve it will 
increase the longevity of your system and the tarp.

Maintenance 
Corner
Keeping your drivers healthy and safe 
is a key component to your fleet’s 
operational effectiveness and costs.

Maintaining a smooth rolling system 
will keep your drivers healthy and 
happy. There are 3 key aspects of 
rolling performance:

3 Periodic bearing replacements

3 quarterly lubrication of the bearin 
 in the wheels will assist greatly 
 in keeping your systems rolling 
 performance optimal.

3 Track lubrication

Our maintenance and service 
team would be happy to book an 
appointment for bearing replacements 
or sell you the necessary parts and 
equipment. Call them today to make 
your appointment.

905-335-2012 or 1-800-465-8277
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Meet Load Covering Solutions’ Tarp Shop A-TEAM


